* cD;(ii) for some p > O, the number of terms for which R < v < R + 1 is O(R') and the number of terms for which R . v < R + R-' is O(R(P + 1)(k-1)) and ,/~8 f(t-f(t+ 5) Idt-0 as a 0 .
4. The case a = 2 -,. 0 < jB < 1 requires auniform Lipschitz 2 condition of order , in conjunction with a suitable restriction on the density of the exponents. Communicated May 13, 1935 This paper is concerned with a particular type of vector-algebra' over the field of all real numbers. We have a vectorial product a X b = -b X a, zero only if a and b are linearly dependent; and a scalar product a ob = b a, which is a bilinear real function of the two vectors a, b; a o a is a positive definite form.
These two multiplications are connected by (2) If furthermore I is independent from a, b, a X b, the seven vectors VOL. 21, 1935 a, b, f, a X b,b X f, I X (a X b), a X f are a basis of the entire vector algebra, which therefore has the order 7.
(3) If moreover these three vectors are orthonormal with respect to scalar products-we shall denote them in this case is, i2, i3-then we get a system of seven orthonormal vectors i ...i7. Their multiplication is given by the formulas: il X i = -2 X il = i4 ip X +li=iv+ where the indices have to be taken mod. 7. Let us call a set of vectors of that kind a "Cayley basis" of our system of "Cayley vectors."
A Cayley basis is determined by the first three vectors, which have to be orthonormal, with "determinant" (i1 X i2) 0 is zero. This is very useful for the study of the automorphisms. An automorphism is completely defined by the images of the first three vectors, e.g., there is an automorphism af such that ro(in) = il o(is) = cos vpii2 + sin <,o1i4 (rotating is in the plane (is, i4) through So1) o(ia) = cos p2i3 + sin P2i7 (rotating i3 in the plane (i3, i7) through Vo2) Cayley vectors generate the famous system of Cayley numbers in the same way that the ordinary three dimensional vectors generate quaternions: Take symbols a + a, where a is a real number, a a vector, with the multiplication rule (a + a)(# + b) = a# -aob + aB + ab + a X b6. This is a non-associative division algebra over the field of all real numbers; it may be characterized completely in the following manner: One Cayley number behaves exactly like a complex number, such that we can speak of real part, trace, norm, value of a rational function, equations satisfied, roots 9f unity. Two Cayley numbers behave like two quater-nions, such that, e.g., a-' X a, the transform, is defined. We consider vectors as Cayley numbers with real part zero.
The automorphisms of the quaternions are well known; they are, so far as the vectors are concerned, the group of all orthogonal transformations with determinant one in three dimensions; algebraically, they are all transformations a-' X a. The automorphisms of the Cayley systems form a well-known group of fourteen parameters;2'3 but in general they are not generated by transformations. On the contrary, there is a theorem of Brandt, which tells us that such a transformation a-' X a is an automorphism if and only if the transformer is proportional to a sixth root of unity.
This can be proved very conveniently by our theory of automorphisms, in particular the relation (pi + 2 + 'p3 = 0, and the characterizing properties of the Cayley numbers. But there is also a more direct proof, which yields a slight generalization of Brandt's theorem: The difference a-'(xy)a -a-' X a.a-lya is zero if and only if either, (1) a is a Brandt transformer, or (2) subsystem. I believe that they are in this case proportional to at most eighth roots of unity. I believe that each automorphism is the product of three Brandt transformations; I can prove that each automorphism may be generated by six transformations with fourth roots of unity
Here the i, are taken out of an arbitrary Cayley basis.belonging to a, and the j, are the corresponding vectors of a Cayley basis, which is associated with of and the basis i4 in a unique manner. 1 expect many generalizations: to Cayley numbers with arbitrary or with algebraic coefficient fields as well as to the hypercomplex non-associative systems which generalize Cayley's algebra of order eight.' The automorphism group itself is known to be the first of the five simple continuous groups which are not contained in the four general classes of simple continuous groups; our statements facilitate the study of the elementary properties in the direction of Lie's theory as well as in the direction of Thomsen's group geometry.4
The point of departure for these investigations was Brandt's theorem concerning automorphic transformations, the aim of the paper is to present a handy apparatus to any one who wishes to develop more complete theories in this domain.
* Sterling Fellow. is the boundary of a chain in D. A point set P in En is said to be point-like if it is compact and its "spherical residual," E -P, is cell-like.3 The theorem we are going to state is exactly the same whether the underlying coefficient domain for combinatorial chains is the system of all integers or the system of all integers mod mo, mo a fixed integer > 1. THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that a compact point set K in E. be convex is the existence of an integer q, 0 < q < n, such that the intersection EqK of K with every linear subspace E. C E.(EIK 0 0) is point-like.
J. Schreier's result may be derived from this theorem. The proof of it is based upon two lemmas of which only the first deals with combinatorial topology. Let us express briefly the condition of our
